Datsun sportster

Your home for Datsun Roadster Parts and Accessories. Two inner calipers and 2 outer calipers
set of four. Other image is the reverse angle of the calipers for viewing reference. You receive
enough to redo both sides of car. Itami Nst Better braking than stock linings. Will not wear
drums like Ferodo Green stuff compound. These Heavy Duty linings will work even if they
become contaminated with oil. Great for street or racing situations! Shoes shown are from
another vehicle but represent the processes currently used by vendors. Factory shoes are
smooth and are NOT bead blasted and treated with an anti-corrosion coating. The shoe on the
right is from our manufacturer of relined shoes that are bead blasted on a Pangborn bead
blaster and treated with an anti corrosion coating. In addition, the beaded surface allows the
high temperature glue and the friction material to bond to a rough surface as opposed to a NEW
slick surface. Core required for rear brake shoes. Complete new stock seals, springs, pistons
etc. Complete kit that includes caps and bleed screw boots. Click here , for cheaper major kit.
Currently we are the only vendor to offer a comprehensive renewing of your complete brake
system. All rights reserved. Motorcycles have always had the reputation of belonging to a
specific demographic. The more rebellious, thrill-seeking, free-spirited individuals tend to be the
stereotypical motorcycle riders. Though most motorcycles are exciting to ride, not all of them
have the prestige, perfectly built engines, and American flavor that Harley-Davidson
motorcycles have. Harley-Davidson motorcycles have been the most popular and respected
brand of American motorcycles for more than five decades. Thanks to their roaring sounds and
huge engines, Harleys are looked upon as the best cruisers ever made. Though foreign brands
such as Yamaha or Triumph have tried to copy Harley-Davidson , they never came close to
achieving the same result. Ultimately, Harleys such as the Sportster became some of the most
iconic motorcycles. Following World War 2, the US economy boomed. As a result, the
middle-class grew in size. Thanks to a substantial disposable income, families nationwide
wanted to have toys and engage in leisurely activities. From coast to coast, motorcycle fans
were aching to get their hands on technologically updated versions of the legendary
Harley-Davidson motorcycles. The first XL Sportster was released in Coming in a cc version, the
Sportster was a serious American-made bike developing 40hp thanks to its four-stroke V-Twin
engine. The Sportster ultimately became one of the most iconic Harley-Davidson ever made.
While the US economy was booming, European economies were recovering. In an effort to
accelerate the recovery, European countries such as the United Kingdom kicked things into
gear by doubling down on production. Thanks to the legendary European attention to detail and
a dormant domestic supply side, British motorcycles became instantly popular. Consequently,
American motorcycle manufacturers were forced to step up their game. Harley-Davidson was
among the most prominent. Needless to say, the Sportster became a huge success with
American buyers who were more inclined to buy domestic rather than imports. Harley-Davidson
motorcycles have the reputation of only being good in straight lines. In fact, a lot of American
vehicles have that reputation. In reality, American car and motorcycle manufacturers have
worked extensively to shake off that reputation. The newer Sportsters are far from incapable of
handling a sharp turn. The Sportster, for example, is perfectly adapted to the curvy roads.
Engineered to be a cruiser bike, the Sportster has proven to be more sporty than other H-D
offerings with huge engines and back tires. When Toyota was first created, it produced cars that
were largely inspired by American cars. When Huawei started manufacturing phones, it copied
the already existing phones produced by both Apple and Samsung. All in all, when a product
has been proven to be successful, the competition will do their best to replicate a similar
product and gain some market share. The success of the Sportster inspired manufacturers such
as Honda and Yamaha to produce similar motorcycles. However, when looking at the Yamaha
Bolt, it is blatantly obvious that the Japanese manufacturer looked at the Sportster's design to
come up with a similar product. The Evolution engine known as the Evo is Harley-Davidson 's
result of meticulous and fruitful research and development. First released in , the Evo was
originally made in the 1,cc displacement for Harley's big V-Twin bikes. The Evo engine has been
said to be the engine that saved Harley-Davidson from bankruptcy. The Evo engine was
consequently modified to fit the and 1,cc versions of the Sportster. It replaced the aging
Ironhead engine and ultimately gave the Sportster another life in the mids. The Evo engine was
eventually installed on other Harley-Davidson motorcycles. Harley-Davidson motorcycles are
not known for being racing motorcycles. In fact, most Harley-Davidson motorcycles are known
to be either cruisers or choppers. When racebikes are mentioned, most people think about
Japanese motorcycles such as Honda or Yamaha, or European ones such as Ducati or Triumph.
Though mostly found on the drag strip, Harley-Davidson Sportsters will also tear up a regular
track. Thanks to its ability to take corners and pop right back into position, the Sportster is a
very versatile motorcycle that surprised several motorcycle enthusiasts. There are so many
motorcycles available on the market that it seems to be almost impossible for any of them to

actually differentiate themselves from the others. Though several motorcycles have reached the
status of icons, they are often unknown to the vast majority of the general public. The Sportster
has conquered an increasing amount of people both domestically and internationally. Thanks to
the several improvements that were done on the Sportster over the years, it became one of the
most popular Harley-Davidson motorcycles in the world. The Sportster is one of the
motorcycles that allowed Harley-Davidson to remain a serious motorcycle manufacturer. The
Sportster, after 63 years of existence, logically became one of the best American motorcycles to
customize. As you may see in the picture above, the Sportster can undergo some major
transformations and look like an absolute gem. This result would not be possible without
numerous aftermarket parts suppliers in the market. The wide availability of aftermarket parts is
a telltale sign that the vehicle is highly successful. Moreover, aftermarket parts for the Sportster
are available for most budgets, thus allowing people with different budgets to tastefully and
successfully modify their cherished motorcycle. Long gone are the days when a stock
motorcycle was enough to satisfy riders out there. This particular Sportster has been turned
into a cool-looking scrambler and will please both Harley-Davidson and scramblers fans.
Sportsters can be modified in a lot more styles, hence its popularity in the motorcycle
community. The best part about motorized vehicles is the possibility to turn them into absolute
beasts. The Sportster is far from being the exception. It can be modified to be one of the
meanest, most aggressive, and fastest cruiser bikes out there. Though the budget needed to
reach this result may take a huge chunk out of one's disposable income, the result is
breathtaking. The Punisher style Sportster is just impressive. The blacked-out everything
coupled with the polished single exhaust is simply magnificent. The Team Dark Custom made
an already racy motorcycle look like a scary outlaw. The Evo engine received some treatment as
well. The chrome applied to it beautifully contrasts with the overall black tone of the motorcycle.
Max Veron is an avid fan of anything equipped with a powerful engine. By Max Veron Published
Sep 02, Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Via mecum. Via Youtube. Via bikesrepublic. Via
davismotorsportsdelano. Via yamahamotorsports. Via motor1. Via pinterest. Via webbikes. Via
riders-share. Via thunderbike. Via ultimatemotorcycling. Related Topics Motorcycles. Max Veron
Articles Published Max Veron is an avid fan of anything equipped with a powerful engine. Brand
new high quality rotors available slotted and drilled. In addition to the rotors shown, we carry
the slotted versions that are not drilled that are approved for racing. Two inner calipers and 2
outer calipers set of four. Other image is the reverse angle of the calipers for viewing reference.
You receive enough to redo both sides of car. Itami Nst The linings pictured will improve
braking performance without causing drum breakdown and wear. Great for on and off the track.
Will still work even if contaminated with oil. Bill Stute who services this vintage car for Doc says
"Much improved over the Ferodo green stuff from Nissan comp that ate up the drums. The new
drums we purchased from you and woven linings perform much better. At the bottom of this
page is a link to the stock Nissan shoes. Shoes shown are from another vehicle but represent
the processes currently used by vendors. Factory shoes are smooth and are NOT bead blasted
and treated with an anti-corrosion coating. The shoe on the right is from our manufacturer of
relined shoes that are bead blasted on a Pangborn bead blaster and treated with an anti
corrosion coating. In addition, the beaded surface allows the high temperature glue and the
friction material to bond to a rough surface as opposed to a NEW slick surface. As of this date
no New shoes are put through a bead blaster prior to shoe installation. Cools just as well as the
older style. Approved for racing!! PRICE listed in price column is for newer style non-directional
slotted. DBA special deal directly to us because they made these at our request! We pass the
savings onto to you. One pair per customer. Comes with hardware for mounting not pictured
and instructions. Prevents firewall from cracking by redistributing the load or can be used after
firewall is cracked to support the structure. Machined formed precise laser cutting methods.
Bottom master bolt is pressed into the brace via a knurl placed on the shank of the graded bolt.
Currently, we are the only supplier assembling the bolt in this manner, as per Nissan's decision
for assembly, which follows the correct and proper method. This also keeps the bolt from
possibly turning during re assembly to the firewall. Note: the second pic is of the part installed
click on pic to see it at the right resolution. Your home for Datsun Roadster Parts and
Accessories. See part for slotted only version of this rotor and part for drilled and slotted
version. DBA special deal directly to us!!! Does both sides all 4 caliper halves. This kit comes
with the bleed screws and the steel balls. To see the regular Nissan kit. Click here , to view this
kit. Rear brake shoe adjuster with tappets. Although they mechanically fit they have the spring
locating holes in the wrong position and the lining positioned incorrectly for use on the
Roadster. Take note of the position of the lining in the second photo on the primary and
secondary shoes. They are properly spaced in relation to the metal portion of the shoe. This
shoe set is new Nissan and work properly in the braking application they are intended for.

Aftermarket shoes are available in this section if you wish to try them. This set has the raised
bias tabs on the pad back plates. Caliper to caliper line. Caliper to junction block line. Cylinder
to junction block line. NOTE: Always thread the fitting into the wheel cylinder first, then the
junction block fitting. Comes with the retaining clips. If you have a dual reservoir brake master
cylinder car than these are the correct rear wheel cylinders. Comes with the Nissan box just like
the one in the photo. If you don't like the price of the individual part then save money in the kit.
Click here , to check the pricing and the contents of the kit. Also can be used on Itami Cold
Header. This is the correct Roadster master cylinder NOT a substitute from another vehicle.
Correct NEW Genuine Nissan part that comes in the original Nissan bag with the correct
roadster part A just like the one in the photo. All Genuine units have this marking. These have
not been taken apart by us at all. No old used reservoirs, or modified rods etc. They are the
correct and proper part. SEE option for rebuild kit below and follow highlighted link. If you don't
like our price for this part individually then save money when you purchase it in our hydraulic
kit. Click here , to check pricing and the contents of the kit. Major Brake master rebuild kit from
Nissan Click here , to view. Upgrade from the original rubber hose set. See part for rubber
hoses. Comes with new sealing washers. Correct hex for indexing to the star holder on the
bracket on the frame. Hex will not rotate when tightened. Necessary and important component
to keep the lines away from moving suspension parts like coil springs. The lines that are
pictured come with a Clear transparent plastic covering over the stainless portion of the hose.
Red, Electric blue, Hunter green, Smoke clear, orange and black. Set of 3. NOTE: Brake hose
keepers are no longer included with this kit. You can add them on. Check yours before ordering.
Profile of the cap shows the interlocking arms to engage the tabs on the reservoir for better
sealing. NOT a substitute from another vehicle. No brake lines to make. No reservoir to switch
NO Monkey motion necessary! Simply bolt up, bleed and GO! Good NEW stock not old or
questionable product from untraceable origin. A photograph is provided to show that this is the
correct and proper master cylinder for the early roadsters. A picture is provided to show that
this unit is correct for the Datsun Roadster. Ready to go with no modifications or monkey
motion to "make it work". Just like the factory master, simply mount up, bleed and GO! This unit
is NOT a converted master nor has it been tampered with by changing parts on the master. This
master comes in the box, sealed and pristine, with the correct Roadster part number and is
identical in look form and fit to the factory unit. Comes with U. Center to center hole spacing 1.
Currently, we are the only supplier assembling the bolt in this manner, as per Nissan's decision
for assembly, which is the correct and proper method. Not very dusty for a performance street
pad. Better braking than after market pad set Part and Nissan original pad set Part Not
recommended for track use. Not intended for street use. Non returnable. Good to degrees.
Average friction level. All cylinders. NOTE: These are the original style with the rubber arm
extension so cap does not pop off and disappear on the road. The current ones Nissan are
supplying are a simple cap. Comes with sealing washers. All correct fittings! For the major kit
Click here , to view this kit. Comes with the pistons and the seals installed. Bleed screw boots
also included which are not generally offered with this Nissan kit. We threw them in to make it
more complete. Complete new stock seals, springs, pistons etc. Complete kit that includes caps
and bleed screw boots. Click here , for cheaper major kit. These are now arriving in silver paint
Can be used - 67 Jaguar XKE Rear brakes when using the custom front brake conversion.
Mounted in the forward position of the Tandem brake master cylinder. These are not after
market shoes, from a different vehicle, with the holes for the brake springs in the wrong
position and the lining material positioned in the center of each of the metal shoes. The linings
we offer are stock, regular replacements that have the lining positioned properly, off-set on the
metal shoe matching the original positions of the Nissan primary and secondary shoes.
Specifically made for the Datsun Roadster, these drums are not converted or modified Z drums.
They are the correct and proper drum for the roadster. There is NO stepped recess on the inside
of the drum and the holes for the wheel studs are for the larger 12MM studs used on the Z cars.
A NEW Z car Brembo drum was used and reverse engineered by a reputable maker overseas to
create this drum. NOTE: These drums can be used for the 68 - 73 A simple modification to the
back plate is necessary. The lip on the back plate needs to be removed so it does not rub on the
back edge of the drum. They look to be a really nice product. Replacing the old worn pin will
reduce further wear to the master c
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ylinder push rod on the back of the master cylinder. You probably should check the master
cylinder push rod to see if it is egged out. Slop in the system reduces braking performance. We

do have replacement forks available. It is especially important, if you just purchased a new
master cylinder, to put a pin in that is not worn. Pin has two grooves one for the the retaining
clip and the other for the return spring. Proper throw and adjustment is critical when engaging
your brakes. This kit includes a new heat treated arm with heat treated hardened pin and clip.
Works with any Nabco or Tokico brake master cylinders used on 's and roadsters. These are
rear shoes. They do fit but are not direct and exact replacements. Comes with everything in the
picture. All rights reserved. Note: the second pic is of the part installed click on pic to see it at
the right resolution LT. Does one side NOTE: We recommend replacing both sides so as not to
create a, Pulling to the one side during a hard stop.

